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ITALIAN 1800S WALNUT SIDE CHAIRS WITH CARVED AND GILT FLORAL
MEDALLIONS, A PAIR

$3,750
A pair of Italian walnut side chairs from circa 1800 with carved and gilt floral medallion adorning each back, custom linen

upholstery and tapering legs in the front. This pair of Italian walnut side chairs, dating back to circa 1800 is a masterpiece of
elegance and craftsmanship. One of the most captivating features is the delicate carving and gilded floral medallion that graces

the center of the backs. These medallions are exquisite works of art in themselves, adding a touch of opulence and sophistication
to the chairs' overall design. Custom linen upholstery, a testament to both comfort and style, drapes gracefully over the seats,

making these chairs as comfortable as they are beautiful. The linen fabric complements the warm tones of the walnut wood and
adds a dash of contemporary charm to these antique treasures. The chairs' front legs gracefully taper, a design element that

imparts a sense of lightness and grace. In contrast, the rear legs are sabre-shaped, adding an unexpected twist to their design.
This blend of elements showcases the versatility and creativity of Italian craftsmanship from the 19th century. As for how you

might use these chairs in your home, the possibilities are boundless. Place them in your dining room to create an atmosphere of
timeless sophistication during meals. Position them in your living room to provide both comfortable seating and a touch of

antique elegance. Alternatively, use them as accent chairs in a bedroom or study, where their exquisite craftsmanship can be
fully appreciated.

Height: 32.25 in (81.92 cm)

Width: 18 in (45.72 cm)

Depth: 15 in (38.1 cm)

Seat Height: 18 in (45.72 cm)

SKU: A 4766
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